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round and began slowly to return, which was the last thing our
friend desired. The men called to the dog as they came back;
and Dud beginning to find the situation intolerable, tried to
drive her away, even going so far as to wave the girl's hat at the
small beast's excited tail.
"Get on! get away!" he heard himself cry to the persistent
dog, whose own feminine soul—though he did not go into that—
was covered with a black-and-white skin, while its quivering
tail, electrified by the presence behind the hedge, was of un-
spotted white.
But the men had got her now, and No-man watched them
with extreme relief disappear at last round a bend in the lane.
It was only when he had opened the gate to rejoin Thuella, and
had caught a glimpse of her childish figure, for she seemed alto-
gether childish to-day, balanced contentedly if a little precariously
above the deep end of the pond, that his mind—but this move-
ment of thought had nothing to do with any contemplative cult—
recalled the drooping head of Wizzie as it looked when he had
run back into their room to give her that reconciling kiss. This
image floating irrelevantly into his head over the water-meadows,
past Frome House back gate, caused him an unpleasant twinge.
As he scrambled along the bank towards the recumbent
figure, his satyrish pleasure in the exposed curves of her limbs
was lost in a moment's intense thinking; and yet it was not so
much "thinking" as the distressing clash of two contradictory
opportunities, the opportunity to be faithful to Wizzie, and the
opportunity to enjoy, after his own cerebral fashion, the yielding
mood of this strange, young woman.
It was some plausible demon—the demon of convoluted self-
preservation perhaps—that came to his rescue as he clambered
over the girl's body to his balancing-place at her side. This demon
suggested to him the idea of exploiting his moral disapproval of
her treatment of Mr. Wye, exploiting his resentment with her
for her seduction of Wizzie, exploiting in fact all his accumulative
malice against her, to assist him to remain scrupulously faithful
to the circus-rider, while at the same time he allowed his sense
of sight to enjoy what he rigorously refused to his sense of
touch!
"She will be piqued," this crafty adviser whispered, "by not
being able to ruffle your self-control; and without giving her the
satisfaction of making you unfaithful to Wizz you will get such

